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About This Game

The Worm is a game that mixes the classic with innovation!

The protagonist is “the worm”, he stretches every time you turn on the blocks below and he can not touch his body with his
head.

With the button ‘turbo / god mode‘ the worm rushes impulsively and can destroy enemies!

The mazes are always random and unpredictable because they are procedurally generated.
The goal is to tap more blocks as possible to pass the levels!

Good fun!

The goal is to drive the worm through random mazes to reach more 'save points' as possible.
After turning a box the worm stretches, creating the dynamics of the classic games like “Snake” !!!

Of course the worm can not touch the body with the head, otherwise it will be GAME OVER !!

Game Features:
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Multiple maps!

There are four types of randomly generated maps:

– Labyrinth normal: classic labyrinth without walls
– Labyrinth with walls: maze with walls that prevent the fall of the worm.

– Caves normal: caverns map without walls
– Caves with walls: caves map with walls that prevent the fall of the worm.

Persistent maps!

Was improved the storage of the current game, with the preservation of the map for a level failed.

Enemies

Enemies follow the main character moving and jumping.
There are TEN enemy types, with different characteristics and speed.
The more advanced enemies can not be killed by jumping on them.

Bonuses

Bonuses are spherical objects placed randomly on the maze.
They can be moved and are deadly for the enemies.

Unlimited levels

The game is practically infinite, the number of levels is unlimited and therefore the real challenge is to fill as many blocks as
possible to become a legend.

Multiple cameras

In the game you can select various types of cameras:
– Normal (the camera gently follows the movements close the protagonist)

– Map (the camera is fixed from above)
– Dynamic map (the camera is at the top and follows the rotations of the protagonist)

– Dynamic (the camera follows the protagonist in the third person, with the view from below)

Multiple game modes

You can select various game options, including the camera, game difficulty levels, the number of enemies and their speed.
All this to offer an even richer gameplay.

Full game statistics

The game saves the complete statistics of the game in progress, including the score, time played, enemies destroyed, blocks
filled, jumps, levels completed, levels failed etc.

In this way, lovers of statistics will have even more pleasure in playing.

Full game rankings

The game will store up to 100 high scores with its partial statistics.
This will make real the challenge to become a legend !!

Full procedural generation, exploration and discovery
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Each level is generated procedurally with the algorithm of construction of random ‘Dungeon’.
Even the main character, enemies, blocks and everything are placed and constructed randomly.

In this way, the game is always unpredictable and dynamics are always unknown.

Fight and strategy

In each level there are the bases from which the enemies will appear.
These enemies will follow you to kill you.

This way to overcome the levels you’ll also face fierce fighting from enemy waves.

Incremental difficulty

With the advancement in the levels, these become ever larger and increasingly difficult mazes.
It also increases the number of enemies and the number of blocks present and to save.

In this way, with the advancement in the game becomes more difficult and challenging to become a
legend!
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This game is absolutely worth playing if you like puzzle games and satisfying challenges.

Gateways is the story of a scientist trying to find his way around his own lab that has been commandeered by some alien life. At
every step of the way he faces obstacles which he has to use his wits to overcome. Thankfully, you can find out if you are able
to solve any given puzzle fairly easily so you know whether to go for it or give it up for the time being. With power ups such as
those that allow you to jump higher, make yourself larger or smaller, and use copies of yourself to solve puzzles this game is
jam packed with cool ideas. The game is challenging at times but brings a lot of satisfaction and is all around a lot of fun.

The one negative thing for me is that figuring out how to use the time power is hard to do, especially iinitially with little
explanation of it. But if you can master it - and it does take time - it is wonderful.. Game is best of the best!
Story is awesome!
PVP is great!
Best VR boxing GAME!. Fun game I like the concept the only problem is the lack of online players. Its nearly impossible to
find opponents. Someone should make a discord server with people who have this game so we could set them up and it would be
awesome.. ONLY buy this game if you have a group of friends to play with.
There are NO servers EVER (somtimes, but it's always a private match).. This game single-handedly made me love Doremy
waaay more, so much smug.
Really didn't expect Tenshi or Yukari tho, but who's complaining?

Great music too, good stuff.. Me me gusta!
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I have never hated a game as much as I hate this.. I litterally cannot get enough Aki\/Youka. They're too
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing cute!. Yep game is simple and basic, but come on, you can see that on the video ;) It is nice for
time killing, for example when waiting for LoL match to load. Graphics are really nice and thematic, I like that when you
change the character not only the icon changes, but goblin death and attack animations too. Although I enjoyed playing it for a
little while, I would strongly recommend the mobile version, swipe gestures suit the gameplay better.

Now I look forward to playing the multiplayer version! :)
And don't complain for the simplicity of the game, you get what you see on the trailer. ;p. I enjoy the game for the most part, its
fun to set up rackets and invest more into them to increase their profits! It's interesting to play it a few times because each
family has it's own perks so it is better to try each one to see which one works the best for you. But my only complaint is that
you will literally spend 99% of your time fighting the other families over and over and over and OVER for just one
neighborhood! Now the dev team said they are going to add a "vendetta" sort of feature that when you go to war with a family
you can actually wipe them out by force or hopefully be diplomatic and negotiate your way as the top crime famiy! But like I
said it is a fun game and as a mafia fan who has always wanted to run my own crime family it's definitley worth it!. Is it even
possible to beat this level? You'll try dozens of times and fail, look at a guide, try following it exactly and still fail.
A real challenge..
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enough just to chug to the end of the tutorial, you know there's a problem. I'd sooner have fun completing every tutorial in every
paradox game ever made than try to do this tutorial again. It was just too boring. It taught you what felt like everything the game
had to offer, and yet I still got into my first match feeling like I've learned nothing at the same time. And here's what I learned in
my short time in my first match and in the tutorial of this game.

+The game takes a unique spin on the RTS genre, points for bravery.
+You can raise literally a fleet as large as your CPU can support. That is astounding, and really helps the combat element in this
game.
+/- A very unique take on planet management, one that is complicated to understand, but also sort of interesting to toy with.
Every planet forms a web of resources, and can be tailored by your or an AI to a certain task.
+/- Resource collection feels lacking. everything essentially starts as ore, which then gets processed into countless more
complicated resources to tailor to specific production. Ore is limited on a planet, so you need to keep expanding or also begin to
take advantage of asteroid fields. I've never been a fan of "One resource" strategies like that, especially when you then need to
tailor certain planets into factories to turn that resource into a specific production part. It just seems like a needlessly
complicated version of what should be something simple, and I just don't like it.
-The tech tree is bad. Instead of researching specific techs, you have this strange map of generalized tech types. You can queue
different ones for research, or just leave it on one type, and watch as they "level up". This doesn't provide you with anything
new really, it just upgrades the effeciency of what you already have. To update your ship with "new" upgraded tech you hit the
"update" button on the schematics, and then retrofit. You then watch as no visible change is made to the ship, but know deep
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down that somehow, it is better that it was. Even if it's completely unobservable.
-Diplomacy is pointless and makes no sense. I can't have a peace treaty without an expiry date or it lasts the entire round? What
the ♥♥♥♥? Ever hear of breaking a treaty? How declaring war nullifies treaties? I don't want a match-long peace or alliance I
just want one that ends when I or my ally chooses to end it, not at the end of 1-10,000 seconds. Oh, and no normal human being
counts time periods that long in seconds so what the ♥♥♥♥?
-Ship design is utterly confusing/under-done/needing a complete redesign. Essentially you just drag and drop modules, hulls,
engines, and etc onto a flat square that is supposed to be representing your ship. They tell you placement matters, if you put it
towards the front, it will be in the front. If you overlap it with another module, you may get some bonuses. Why the hell is it
apparently so complicated like that then, if I'm designing a ♥♥♥♥ing square? I don't know where things are going to pop out on
an aerodynamic long-shaped ship when I'm designing a god damn square! I don't know what these "bonuses" i get for
overlapping things are, because nothing in the game teaches you this. This is a pathetic way to go about ship design.

I could go on ranting, but I'll end by saying that Star Ruler is a game you play only when you have NOTHING else to play, at
best. I give this a 3/10. It has potential hidden in there, but I can't bring myself to waste my time trying to see if it ever shows
itself. I certainly hope Star Ruler 2 is better than this. Because you should avoid this game like the plague unless it's on a very
cheap sale, and you have literally nothing else to play.. Even if you don't like piano music and even if you don't read the story.
This soundtrack is by far the closest to meditation music you could get while at the same time being relaxing and stimulating.
Stimulating because, I find that just listening to it while doing anything else helps to calm me and get me to think clearer
because I'm calmer than usual.

Now, if you read the story and all, it is also calming and somewhat, between it and the story itself, gets you hooked on finishing
the story. All endings of it... So I do recommend this DLC for anyone whether you are listening to it without reading the story or
whatever... Especially if you like the story.. Fantastic Puzzle Game with an amazing amount of customization to tailor play
sessions to both the game style and difficulty you want.

Highly under-rated and under-appreciated game that is WELL WORTH CHECKING OUT
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